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Create smarter operations by capturing, analyzing and acting upon data
where it’s created — at the Intelligent Edge. Are you ready?
WRITTEN BY DEREK SLATER
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Get ready for life on the edge
Data at the edge is growing at an unprecedented rate, and much of that
will never see the inside of a data center or cloud. Edge computing brings
real-time analytical power to the enterprise for automation, prediction, and
control. Are you ready?
To find oil, an energy company might drill into areas of mixed rock types—limestone, dolomite, shale,
anhydrite, one of dozens of variables—and the temperature might hit 300 degrees at the drill bit,
20,000 feet below the surface. At any moment, sensors might indicate a change in the temperature,
pressure, or behavior of the expensive equipment in play, posing a critical question to the operators: What
adjustments do we need to make to avoid damage to the equipment and nonproductive time?
Answering this question accurately can be worth more than a million dollars per day, per well. But if it takes
hours to receive an answer from a data center or the cloud, drilling operations could be put at financial risk.
The company needs edge computing.
Edge computing means getting answers quickly—in milliseconds. By keeping compute, storage, data
management, and control at the edge, companies can minimize insight delay and reduce data backhaul
bandwidth requirements. It also lowers overall operations costs because it is no longer necessary to
synchronously move large amounts of data back and forth to a regional data center or the cloud.

C A P T U R E N E W DATA A N D D E L I V E R R E A L-T I M E I N S I G H T S
Protect and enhance operations
with video analytics

Edge-centric

Predict failures
before they occur

Tailor building experiences
to users and apps

Track inventory in real
time to speed response

Data-driven

Connect patients
and caregivers

Keep connected
workers safe

Cloud-enabled

Create personalized, engaging
events and experiences
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All types of edges
Retailers use edge computing to increase sales and fight fraud. Manufacturers apply it to video analytics
for product quality control. Autonomous vehicles in construction and mining rely on it to react to an
unstable road or unexpected obstruction.
Technology-induced latency is the enemy of these kinds of quick decision-making. When the decision
has to be made instantly, it’s necessary to respond on the spot. And as intelligent devices proliferate and
environments become smarter and more connected, new possibilities emerge for new business services.
But these new smart devices need to be managed and orchestrated.

By 2022, as a result of digital business projects, 75 percent
of enterprise-generated data will be created and processed
outside the traditional centralized data center or cloud, up
from less than 10 percent in 2018.
SOURCE: GARTNER, “TOP 10 STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY TRENDS FOR 2018: CLOUD TO THE EDGE,” MARCH 8, 2018

The addition of edge computing to a company’s IT infrastructure creates a distributed layer of servers
and systems in the heart of business operations. That means a new realm of challenges that requires IT
and operations technology (OT) teams to work more closely together to ensure the business gets the
expected benefits of the automation while not impacting production. This includes architectural decisions
such as expanded security at the edge and more sophisticated device and data management strategies.
The reward of edge computing is an end-to-end data pathway for today’s hyper-connected, hyperdistributed world. It sits at the overlap of today’s major technology trends, including the sensoring of
everything, distributed analytics, and cloud computing. And it provides an on-ramp for applying artificial
intelligence to current business problems and processes in near real time in remote sites.
While cloud and data centers still play a critical role, businesses are moving toward putting data analysis
closer to where the data is created, where people and machines need insights from that data. This enables
them to sense, learn, think, and react more quickly than ever.

01
The edge
in action
• Edge computing helps handle high-volume
data formats such as video for facial and
object recognition and quality control
• Predictive analytics requires data
center-class edge computing power for
maintenance and autonomous operations
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The edge in action
Edge computing provides a new way for IT to deliver business value. Some
of the executive suite’s key questions today extend from decades past:
How can we cut costs and achieve greater operational efficiencies from our
existing physical assets and processes? How do we improve the quality of
our decisions?
Those questions will never go away. But more than ever, they are balanced by questions about using
technology to provide better customer experiences and create new business opportunities and models.
An increasing number of companies are finding new answers to all these questions through edge
computing. Let’s look at some real-world examples.
The first step for many organizations is simply to use edge devices to automate the collection and preprocessing of large amounts of data (see Figure 1 on the following page).
While doing so can generate great value and efficiency by itself, the next levels of sophistication are in the
areas of response, prediction, and autonomy.

Industrial companies use sensors and edge
computing to keep machinery humming.
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FIGURE 1. APPLICATIONS TARGETED FOR EDGE COMPUTING

Data acquisition
and pre-processing

28%

68%

Security or monitoring

63%

Data analytics

61%

Location services

55%

34%

11%

Predictive maintenance

54%

37%

9%

Asset management

54%

37%

8%

AI or machine learning

50%

39%

11%

Video analytics and processing
(e.g., for surveillance
or quality assurance)

50%

39%

11%

Multi-access edge computing
(5G or private LTE)

48%

40%

12%

Augmented reality
or virtual reality

42%
Today (within 12 months)

30%

7%

36%

39%
12 - 24 months

19%
Not targeting

Source: Futurum-HPE survey of 512 business and IT decision-makers, 2018
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Response
A global manufacturer makes automotive parts, including exhaust systems for familiar car brands. As
each of these complex subsystems rolls off the line, it needs a thorough quality check to ensure all the
welds and pieces are correct. The company used to visually inspect each product as part of the process
but switched to using video analytics. One benefit is products are now tracked by serial number, so when
something happens, like a part arrives at the customer damaged, the video records help establish whether
the problem occurred during shipping.
Similarly, a high-volume candy producer used visual inspection to confirm product integrity as well as
correct packaging and labeling. While the company already scored well on industry benchmarks for
accuracy, it introduced significant edge computing power in the plant to analyze sources of error and can
now get to any issues faster using video analytics.
Edge computing is useful in these scenarios because video is a bandwidth hog. Computing power on or
near the camera lets companies analyze and pass along only those images that show a possible defect,
rather than streaming the whole video back to the data center for analysis.
Commercial bakers, for example, can scan chips for correct product color and doneness. Electronics
manufacturers can use video analytics to ensure expansion cards are seated in the right places and have
the right hardware settings.
Another use of responsive analytics at the edge is retail loss prevention. For retailers, an ongoing
challenge is organized retail crime (ORC), whereby bands of coordinated “boosters” or professional
shoplifters target specific stores using a variety of methods beyond the old smash-and-grab—sliding
goods under clothing, using RFID-blocking shopping bags, and so on. The National Retail Federation’s
2018 National Retail Security Survey estimates internal and external theft costs retailers 1.33 percent of
revenue on average each year. Now, using edge computing, facial recognition technology and behavioral
analysis can happen directly in stores to help combat ORC.

Prediction
Industrial companies use sensors and edge computing for predictive maintenance, detecting changes
in performance to keep machinery humming and intercept problems before they cause failures. Power
companies benefit, too: Because worker safety and operational efficiency typically go hand in hand, edge
analytics helps these organizations respond to both requirements in near real time, capturing the data in
context where it is created and the insight needed.
Similarly, working with huge quantities of historical data about data center downtime, technology
companies now use predictive analytics to anticipate problems ranging from cooling system issues to
component failures and address them before they have a business impact.
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Autonomy
Driverless cars may be tomorrow’s poster child for near-zero-latency decision-making, but today, very few
are actually on the road. Look inside a modern factory or construction site, though, and you can see edge
computing in action—in the form of autonomous hauling trucks, forklifts, and similar equipment.
Heavy equipment manufacturers have offered various driverless commercial vehicles for years. As an MIT
Technology Review report, “Mining 24 hours a day with robots,” highlights, the mining industry has been a
notable early adopter. And driverless forklifts have operated even longer, with edge computing power now
freeing them from overhead guidewires and fixed routes, enabling them to work more freely and flexibly.
These vehicles use a mix of GPS, cameras, and radar- and light-based sensors to operate safely around
human workers, usually in more controlled circumstances and at lower speeds than with autonomous cars.
They can use the sensors to map new working environments without requiring additional programming.
Still, the vehicles need to respond instantly to environmental changes, whether that is a dropped pallet of
products, a stray pedestrian, or a suddenly crumbling construction-site roadway.
Such machines perfectly illustrate edge computing’s ability to perform immediate recognition and
response, while collecting environmental and performance data that can later be transmitted and
crunched in a data center to improve statistical models.

Operating with edge computing
power, driverless forklifts are free from
overhead guidewires and fixed routes.

02
IT has
architectural
decisions
to make
• Different use cases need different levels
of compute and bandwidth at the edge
• Expect vendors to package basic
architectures that IT needs to customize
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IT has architectural
decisions to make
What does data center-class edge computing mean for IT? IT has
undergone a tremendous shift to a cloud-first mentality in recent years,
enabling new agility and flexibility. For better or worse, though, real-time
insight sometimes can’t wait for data to shuttle out to the cloud and back.
As any IT professional would expect, there is a fair bit of technical complexity lurking below the simple
declared goal of delivering real-time insight. The wrong architecture defuses any business benefit, so
architecture is a necessary first consideration.
Edge computing architecture can be divided into four essential layers: sensors, gateways, edge compute,
and cloud. Different use cases demand different resources at each layer, and IT has to work with lines of
business to identify the requirements.
How much data will be produced by the sensors? How much must be passed back for aggregation at
gateways, and what connectivity demands does that create? What tasks can be performed at the gateway,
and how much processing muscle do those devices require?

T H E F O U R E S S E N T I A L L AY E R S O F E D G E -TO - C L O U D C O M P U T I N G A R C H I T E C T U R E

Sensors

Gateways

Edge
compute

Cloud
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In some cases, such as the oil drilling example, huge local data transport is suggested. In others, like video
analytics, it’s ideal to eliminate unneeded data as early in the process as feasible.
Because edge technology is advancing rapidly, solutions and options may abound at each stage of the
data journey. For example, as 5G cellular networks expand, some analysts anticipate that cell towers
will start to integrate data stations, giving business customers another option in deciding how much
processing will take place locally and where that will happen.
And security and data management must apply across all four levels.
In fact, in a company with many potential edge use cases, it may be impossible for IT to keep up. Instead
of narrowly defining an architecture for each project, IT benefits from operating more as a service shop,
running more of the things they do today as a service.
The good news is that everyone—from solution providers to academic institutions and associations—will
work in the same mode, designing basic edge computing platforms, products, and reference architectures
with the flexibility to customize each project.
For example, while different oil companies have varying computing requirements, many face a basic set
of problems, such as finding performance indicators in a similar set of variables like temperature and
pressure. It’s not efficient for each oil company to reinvent the wheel—a company should be able to tweak
a core industry solution to handle its specific challenges and goals.

40%

of initial IoT data
analysis will occur at
the edge by 2022.

Source: IDC, “IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IoT 2019 Predictions,” October 2018

As a result, companies
will invest more in
gateways to aggregate
and analyze edge
data, especially in the
context of IT, OT, and
CT systems.

03
IT and OT must
take partnership
to new levels
• Often, operations buys technology but IT
is tasked with maintenance
• IT pros benefit from deeper understanding
of operations technology
• Some organizations are merging IT and OT
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IT and OT must take
partnership to new levels
Why are these worlds colliding? Because they need each other to deliver on
the promise of the Intelligent Edge.
It’s not a one-sided relationship. A 2018 study by Futurum and Hewlett Packard Enterprise found that
72 percent of edge computing initiatives are started by OT or line-of-business leaders. That means IT
isn’t necessarily selecting the vendor shortlist or capturing the initial business requirements. Strategy
setting for these projects is divided about evenly between OT and IT, but when it’s time to implement and
maintain, IT is handed the reins. This can be problematic.
Whether it’s low-power devices, smart building
technology, computer numerical control (CNC)
machines, or something in between, OT and
industrial systems are not typically part of the
IT knowledge base and skill set. So, as edge
computing connects mission-critical systems in
new ways, a new level of cooperation between
IT and OT teams is imperative.

72%

of edge computing
initiatives are
started by OT or
LOB leaders.

Some companies are already getting there. At one agricultural equipment manufacturer, early adoption
of smart factory technology naturally led to closer IT-OT collaboration, with both working together to
solve business challenges defined as “reducing time to insight.” With sensors deployed throughout the
manufacturing operation and the field, the company already collects terabytes of shop floor data. IT and
OT are pooling resources and knowledge to extract value from that data.
An automaker illustrates another key point: A top-down digital transformation effort can serve as a
valuable impetus for getting everyone on the same page. The company’s five-year strategic initiative to
become “a transportation service provider” has brought IT and OT together at the table.
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In fact, with edge computing touching so many domains—from farms to factories and from smart devices
to smart cities—IT has to expand its purview accordingly. Whether IT and OT cooperate or actually merge,
this cross-pollination of expertise can lead to both innovation and greater efficiency.
In addition to smarter industrial equipment, such as pumps equipped with processors and sensors,
companies are taking advantage of integrated edge-to-cloud solutions that traverse IT and OT systems,
from data originating at the edge to the data center or cloud.
Unfortunately, others are not very far down the path. It is not uncommon for OT and IT to throw
requirements over the wall or not communicate at all. In the worst-case scenario, a reactive IT department
often has to slam the brakes on a business initiative because the company lacks the modern infrastructure
required for edge computing.
The mandate for IT now is to run outside the data center, extending the management of software,
hardware, and data—all the things learned in the data center—across silos to other disciplines, while
avoiding the turf wars that such expansion can bring.

C A P T U R I N G D ATA A N D I T S VA L U E I S C H A L L E N G I N G

Reliable
connectivity

Managing data
edge to cloud

Exponential
data growth

Process data
at the source

New data types
& formats

Unnecessary data

IT capabilities
in new or harsh
environments

Data
sovereignty
Increased risk
with expanded
attack surface
Integrating
new data with
existing systems

04
Key challenges
ahead

• Build OT skills and knowledge
• Develop the edge security framework
• Apply data management at vast
scale and in new contexts
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Key challenges ahead
Early adopters of edge computing have noted challenges in three specific
areas: developing a deep understanding of edge technologies and
architecture, addressing security concerns, and managing data at scale.
Skills
Even in a company with healthy IT-OT teamwork, there’s no way around it: More IT professionals need to
dive into the details of OT, understand the motivations, and work collaboratively with the operations team.
This is not a simple one-day workshop, because the edge is so diverse.
It isn’t always effective or possible to send out a traditional IT expert who can replace a computer board
on an oil rig or in a submarine. The job may be better suited to OT or IT employees who are already on
site, have been provided additional training for working in different environments, and are continuously
expanding their knowledge of both IT and OT.

Security
Research by Futurum and Hewlett Packard Enterprise reveals two contrasting schools of thought on edge
computing security.
On one hand, increased security ranked as one of the top factors in survey respondents’ decision to
implement edge processing. Fully 88 percent believe data is easier to secure when it is processed locally
rather than being transmitted to the data center or cloud.
On the other hand, lack of security also ranked as a top barrier to implementation (see Figure 2).
So, while edge computing has already arrived at leading companies, clearly there isn’t yet a consensus on the
security challenges and models. It is true that storing and analyzing data in far-flung locations and devices
can create new possibilities for device theft and data leaks, and it expands the attack surface for malicious
actors. Security requirements vary widely according to industry, project, and organizational risk tolerance.
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FIGURE 2. EDGE COMPUTING

TOP REAS O N S TO I M P LE M E NT

TO P BARRIE R S TO S UCCESS

Adoption of new technologies

Budget constraints

Improved operational agility

Lack of security

Improved visibility into asset performance

Limited staffing resources or expertise

Improved application performance

Inability to scale

Lower network bandwidth costs

Difficulty in managing additional devices

Improved customer experience

Lack of executive or management support

Improved security

Uncertainty on who will manage edge
computing

Source: Futurum-HPE survey of 512 business and IT decision-makers, 2018
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Financial and healthcare companies can expect fine-grained regulatory scrutiny, and global organizations
may confront new regulations. Also, customer expectations continue to increase as security breaches
draw bigger headlines.
As a result, IT teams should expect that edge deployments will require additional thinking and checking of
security policies and controls like the intrinsic security already built into the edge devices and the network
that connects the things and people and moves the data.
Don’t expect a cookie-cutter configuration of products or controls that works for all companies or even all
lines of business in a single company. Each IT group needs to do the legwork of remapping its expanded
data footprint and creating security services that business units can consume at the right levels of risk
reduction and cost.

88 percent of survey respondents believe data is easier
to secure when it is processed locally rather than being
transmitted to the data center or cloud.

For example, knowing what’s on your network can be a challenge for large organizations today even
without edge computing. Adding IoT sensors and gateways in smart building control systems, campus
networking, and other contexts compounds the difficulty. An edge computing architecture needs to
consider device and user discovery as well as access control across wired and wireless networks—all in
the context of the evolving business needs.
Knowing what’s on the network is important, but knowing what each device is doing while on the network
is critical. That is where contextual behavioral analytics can bolster access control systems.
The great news is that this is familiar work for organizations with mature information security programs.
Indeed, IT brings to the table plenty of security know-how, based on years of practice OT often does not
have. OT systems have a shorter history of exposure to public networks and long-range data transport.
IT has an opportunity to apply expertise to edge devices in areas including threat intelligence, network
segmentation, and data loss prevention.
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With a sound OT security foundation in place, organizations can reap additional security benefits from the
edge, such as local processing and controls applied at gateways and on other intelligent devices.

Data management
With data processing spread out in new places, new volumes, and new devices, it’s vital to develop
robust data management systems and capabilities. The Holy Grail: A “single pane of glass” giving IT a
consolidated way of managing data, whether at a banking branch, a call center, a LEED-certified smart
building, or a shop floor. IT teams need to again think about how to pull, manage, and protect data—not
only from intrusion, but loss or corruption as well.
Setting this goal can help inform good architectural decision-making: Run edge computing as you would
run it inside your data center. Here, as in security, IT’s decades of experience can help the OT world, which
is commonly less developed in this discipline. For example, consider telecom companies as they deploy
software applications onto cell towers: They are accustomed to transporting huge amounts of data, but
end-user applications and local processing introduce new data management considerations.

“Establishing cross-functional teams to handle security of
both IT and OT will enable the enterprise to generate a
more holistic approach to cybersecurity in the industrial
control systems environment and reduce enterprise risk.”
SOURCE: ISACA AND ISA, “THE MERGING OF CYBERSECURITY AND OPERATIONAL TECHNOLOGY,” 2017
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Laying the foundation:
What to do today
Companies new to the Intelligent Edge won’t arrive at a fully developed
program in a week or a month. There are a lot of possibilities to explore and
a lot of capabilities to build.
Build knowledge and relationships. OT and line-of-business teams are often creating, specifying,
and driving these digitization projects. The better IT understands their needs and goals, the faster edge
computing can solve problems and deliver value.
Modernize infrastructure. Ensure that the network and data center infrastructure can scale with datadriven objectives. The relationships noted above will help in projecting both data volume and demand for
different types of processing and decision-making.
Find pilot projects with ROI. Think big to ensure you can capture the future needs of the organization
but execute small projects so you can succeed. Make sure these small projects have impact.
Learn to scale. The next wave of projects can build on initial success, potentially with increasing
efficiency by reusing elements of the edge architecture already in place. However, expect security
controls, data management techniques, end-user training requirements, and other initiatives to evolve as
projects move from pilot to production and widespread adoption.
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